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Female Employment
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Motivation

§ Reconciliation of work and family life

o One of the most important issues in the area of family and labor
market policies of the last decades

o Aim: Increase maternal employment
(and, at the same time, increase fertility)

o Central means: Expansion of public child care

o However, theoretically, the effects of public child care on maternal
labor supply are ambiguous
o On the one hand, cheap child care increases the (after child care) wage, 

which should have positive effects on labor supply (if substitution effect
is larger than income effect)

o On the other hand, public child care might just be a substitute for cheap
available informal care without any effects on labor supply
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Motivation

§ Public child care and maternal employment: evidence

o Positive effects in USA, Canada and South America
(Baker et al., JPE 2008; Berlinski & Galliani, LE 2007; Cascio, JHR 2009; Gelbach, AER 
2002; [no effects: Fitzpatrick, JLE 2010])

o No effects in Norway and Sweden
(Havnes & Mogstad, JPubE 2011; Lundin et al., LE 2008)

o 1970s child care expansion in Norway resulted in crowding out of
informal care arrangements

o Swedish reform induced only marginal cuts in child care costs

o Germany: Descriptive evidence and micro-simulations
(Bick 2011; Büchel & Spieß 2002; Haan & Wrohlich 2011)

o Expect large and positive effects since
o availability of public child care is scarce
o virtually no private market for child care exists
o maternal employment rates traditionally low
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Institutional background

§ Child care and maternal employment in West Germany

o Traditionally very low maternal employment rates
o In 1994, 45% of mothers whose youngest child was 3-4 were employed

in West Germany - almost exclusively in part-time jobs

o Public child care in the early 1990s
o Public child care slots for children aged below 3 available for 2% of all 

children (1990)
o Kindergarten slots (public child care for children aged three until school

entry) available for 69% of all children (1990)
o 90% of all 6 and 5 year olds, 70% of all 4 year olds, and 30% of all 3 year

olds attended kindergarten (1994)
o 14% full-time; 62% of those did not offer care during lunchtime

o Market share for private center-based care: 1%
o 35% of all children aged 3-4 were (also) cared for by grandparents (1994)
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Institutional background

§ 01/08/1996: Legal claim to a place in kindergarten

o §24 SGB VIII: Every child is assured a place in center-based
kindergarten from her third birthday until school entrance
o Half day public child care
o 80% subsidies, 20% parental fee

o Problems with the implementation of the legal claim
o Public child care expansion too slow in West Germany 
o Number of child care slots not enough to meet the demand 

o Introduction of cut-off rules
o Late 1995: German Federal Parliament adopted a legislative initiative 

proposed by the Federal Council of Germany 
o Legal claim to a place in kindergarten sets in at the start of the kindergarten 

year following the third birthday 
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Empirical strategy

§ Cut-off rules provide us with a quasi-experimental setting

o Extreme case
o Children having their third birthday after kindergarten start date (in 

August/September), had, at worst, to wait almost a year to start 
kindergarten at the start of the next kindergarten year.

Idea of the IV approach

Relevance and validity of the instrument

Mothers of children who
turned three shortly

before
the cut-off date

- Legal claim: yes

Mothers of children who
turned three shortly after 

the cut-off date
- Legal claim: no

vs.
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Empirical strategy

§ IV Methodology (2SLS)

o First stage: 𝐷! = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑍! + 𝑋!"𝛾 + 𝜀!

o Second stage: 𝑌! = 𝜇 + 𝛿-𝐷! + 𝑋!"𝜆 + 𝜂!

o 𝑌! ... Employment of mother i (yes/no)
o Additionally: Working hours, gros/net labor income

o 𝐷! ... Public child care attendance of child of mother i (yes/no):
o Sample restriction: Youngest child >36 months at day of the interview and

<48 months at last kindergarten start

o 𝑍! ... Cut-off rule instrument:
o Child of mother i turned 3 slightly before/after cut-off date

o 𝑋! ... Vector of control variables: 
o Characteristics of mother, partner, children, and the household
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Instrumental variables (SOEP)

§ Validity of the instrument: descriptives
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Instrumental variables (SOEP)

§ IV First Stage (relevance): Graphical evidence
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Instrumental variables (SOEP)

§ IV First Stage: Regressions I
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§ IV First Stage: Regressions II

Instrumental variables (SOEP)
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Instrumental variables (SOEP)

§ IV: Intention-to-treat effect (ITT): Graphical evidence
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§ IV: Intention-to-treat effect (ITT) and LATE

Instrumental variables (SOEP)
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Instrumental variables (SOEP)

§ IV: Placebo intention-to-treat effect (ITT) and LATE
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Empirical strategy

§ After the introduction of the legal claim to kindergarten

• By 2002, 25% of all 
kindergarten slots
were full-time slots
offering lunch and
an additional 50% 
were full-time slots
without lunch
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Empirical strategy

§ DiD methodology

𝑌!" = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝐺! + 𝜒𝑇" + 𝛿𝐺!𝑇" + 𝑋!"# 𝜙 + 𝜀!"

o 𝐺! = 1... Women with youngest child aged 3-4
o 𝐺! = 0... Women with older children/ without any children
o 𝑇# = 1... 2001 (post-treatment year)
o 𝑇# = 0... 1996 (pre-treatment year)

o Placebo treatment analysis to test validity
o Key identifying assumption: common trends in absence of treatment
o Test for parallel trends in pre-treatment period
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Difference-in-differences (Micro Census)

§ Maternal employment in West Germany

Jahr
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Difference-in-differences (Micro Census)

§ DiD estimation results

o 10 ppt increase in public child care provision results in…
o 3,4 ppt increase in maternal employment (DiD)
o 3,7 ppt increase in maternal employment (IV)
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Discussion

§ Cost-benefit analysis (in 2002€)

o Income effects (SOEP)
o 414.76€ gross per month
o 235.75€ net per month

o Income tax and social security contributions
o Worker: 179*12=2,148€ per year
o Employer: 414.76*12*0.207=1,030€ per year

o Operating expenses of a child care slot
o 3,324€ per year (without parental fees)

o 1,000 child care slots randomly distributed
o 648 families in which 3-6 year old child is youngest child

o Consequently: 1,000 child care slots
o Operating expenses: 3,324*1,000=3,324,000€
o Employment effect (income tax, ssc): 2,060,000€
o Coverage rate of 60% of the operating expenses
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Public Child Care 
and Fertility

Bauernschuster, S., Hener, T., Rainer, H. (2016), Children of a (Policy) 
Revolution: The Introduction of Universal Child Care and its Effect on Fertility,

Journal of the European Economic Association, 14 (4), 975-1005.
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Motivation

§ Should the state foster fertility?

o Fertility levels in many developed countries are below replacement 
levels. - Should policy makers be worried?

o Children accrue private benefits to parents but also involve positive 
social externalities (social security systems, pensions, economic 
growth etc)

o Decisions of parents are only based on private utility of having 
children, which might lead to suboptimally low fertility levels

Pronatalist policies pursued in a number of countries

From a theoretical point of view, public child care provision is expected 
to increase fertility by making children less costly in terms of foregone 

income and career opportunities

22
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Motivation

§ Empirical evidence 

o Mostly descriptive with ambiguous results (Mason and Kuhlthau, 
1992; Del Boca, 2002; Hank and Kreyenfeld, 2003; Hank et al., 
2004; Del Boca et al., 2009; Haan and Wrohlich, 2011; Bick, 2011)

o Child care price reductions in Sweden led to increase in the number 
of first and higher order births (Mörk et al., 2013)

o One paper using a child care reform (Rindfuss et al., 2010)
o Norwegian reform starting in 1970s increased child care availability: 

Survival model with municipality FE predicts that increasing coverage to 
60 percent increases average number of children per woman by the age 
of 35 by roughly 0.5

o But Norway is special: high fertility levels, egalitarian gender relation, 
reform some 50 years ago, did not increase maternal labor force 
participation (Havnes and Mogstad, 2011)
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Institutional setting

§ Fertility in Germany

24
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Institutional setting

§ Public Child Care in West Germany in the mid-2000s

o Highly subsidized public child care (municipalities, registered 
charities, private initiatives)
o 80% of costs covered by subsidies, 20% by parental fees
o Average costs for parents: 100€ per month
o Coverage rate for under-three (U3) year olds: 2.8% in 2002

o No private market for child care
o 4% of U3 child care places are private (2008)
o 0.7% of 3-6 child care places are private (2008)

o Massive excess demand for U3 child care (Bien et al. 2006)
o 84% of all non-employed U3 mothers would like to enter labor market; 

more than half of them argue they cannot due to non-existent or 
inadequate child care arrangements

o 27% of parents would like to have a slot in public child care for their 1 
year old child, and 55% for their 2 year old child

25
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Institutional setting

§ Policy Initiatives to Foster U3 Public Child Care

o “Tagesbetreuungsausbaugesetz” (2005)
o Legal commitment to create 230,000 additional child care slots for under 

three year olds by 2010 in West Germany

o “Krippengipfel” (2007)
o Summit of federal state, Laender, and local authorities agreed upon 

increasing the child care coverage rate for under three year olds to 35%

o “Kinderförderungsgesetz” (2008)
o Legal claim to a child care slot for all preschool children aged one and 

above by 2013

o One explicit motivation: Help women realize births

26
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Institutional setting

§ The Expansion of U3 Public Child Care

27
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Empirical strategy

§ Difference-in-differences model

o Treatment group D = 1: counties c with above median increase in 
public child care coverage between 2002 and 2009 

o Control group D = 0: counties c with below median increase in 
public child care coverage between 2002 and 2009 

o Pre-treatment years 𝑡: 1998 to 2003
o Post-treatment years 𝑡: 2004 to 2009

o Outcome variable y: #births per 1,000 women of fertile age

o Control variables X: GDP per capita, population density and 
detailed population structure, male employment rate, political 
attitudes, newly built premises, municipalities’ debts and revenues
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Empirical strategy

§ Econometric specification

o Difference-in-differences model
o Allowing for heterogenous treatment effects over the years
o Allowing for placebo treatment test in pre-treatment period

o Generalized DiD model with continuous treatment
o Manipulate treatment variable and use full variation
o Add year fixed effects for common shocks and county fixed effects to 

control for regional time-constant heterogeneity
o Yields marginal effects of public child care expansion
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Results

§ Child care and birth rates in treatment and control group

30
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Results

31
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Results

§ Generalized difference-in-differences model

o Increase in U3 public child care coverage by 10 percentage points 
increases the birth rate by almost 3 % (sample mean: 44.1) 32
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Results

§ Heterogeneity of the child care effect

33
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Results

§ Timing of fertility (evidence against reverse causality)

34
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Results

§ Evidence against tempo effects driving the results

35
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Discussion

§ Cost-efficiency of child care subsidies

o Increase of child care coverage rate by 10 percentage points
increases births per 1,000 women of fertile age by 2.8% 
(1.228/44.106) (this paper)

o Long-run elasticity of fertility with respect to child benefits is
estimated to be on average 0.16 (Gauthier & Hatzius 1997, Cohen et 
al. 2013, Milligan 2005)

o Increase of child benefits by 1% in Germany would cost 400 million €
and lead to an increase of births by 0.16% 

o Using the 400 million €, we could alternatively finance 58,823 child
care slots for under 3 year olds

o This implies an increase of the child care coverage rate by 2.9 
percentage points and an increase of births by 0.82%

o Fertility effect of public child care subsidies is thus five(!) times larger 
than fertility effect of expenditures on child benefits 36
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